SOLAR
MAINTENANCE

COMMERCIAL & DOMESTIC
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

SOLAR MAINTENANCE
WHAT WE OFFER
With so many companies no longer trading you may feel at a loss of who to
contact if there is a problem with your PV System.
We carry out annual maintenance and reactive maintenance on PV systems
both domestic and commercial across The South and London.
We work in partnership with manufacturers such as Fronius, SolarEdge,
SMA, and Solis to carry out works under their warranty.
Our engineers have the knowledge to ensure any faults can be fixed before
resorting to replacing. We can advise on solutions to ensure your system is
up and working as quickly as possible.

ACCREDITATIONS
PV Plus has been designing , installing and maintaining Solar PV systems
since 2009. We are a NICEIC and MCS company and are service partners
for many of the manufacturers within the industry so you can rest assured
you are receiving the best service.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT US AS A COMPANY AND WHAT
ELSE WE CAN OFFER VISIT

www.pv-plus.co.uk

Solar Maintenance
Service

We recommend an annual visit to ensure
your system is running smoothly
Specialised Solar PV testing equipment to thoroughly check
the functioning of your system and highlight any faults.
Thorough reports after each visit to include quotes for any
remedial works required.
Flexible contract with no tie ins or minimum contract terms.
We are here to help, not hold you back, you can cancel your
contract at any time.
Reduced rate and priority call outs when you have an Annual Solar
Maintenance contract with us.
If your system has remote monitoring the service cost will
include routine error checks and monthly updates. If your
system does not have monitoring we can discuss the option
to retro-fit this.

DETAILS OF OUR
SERVICE
REPORTS
After an annual site visit you will receive a report which
includes all our test results from specialised Solar PV test
equipment, any faults/findings that would require
remedial works and photos.

CALL OUTS
If in between our scheduled maintenance visits there is
found to be a fault or problem, you will receive a
discounted call out fee and priority call out to ensure we
get your system back up and running quickly and with as
minimal disruption as possible.

WARRANTY
We work with some of the biggest inverter maunfacturers
as service partners. This means if your inverter is under
product warranty and requires fixing or replacing, we are
able to do this.

ON-ROOF WORKS
We will only carry out inspections on the roof as standard
if the roof is flat and has access. This is to keep costs down
for our customers, access equipment is very expensive
and roof access is not always required. The inverters often
highlight any problems. If a problem is found that would
require roof access we would report back and quote. This
means you are only paying for maintenance and repairs
when required.

MONITORING
If your system already has remote monitoring our
maintenance cost will include routine remote error
checks and monthly updates to ensure any issues are
found and rectified as quickly as possible. If you do not
have monitoring and would like this as an option we can
quote to retro fit this on and include it in our contract.
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